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ABSTRACT. Nuclear Physics has now evolved from the study of the many 
nucléon problem, to the study of the interplay of the degrees of free
dom of such a complex system and the internal degrees of freedom of 
each of its hadronlc constituents. Extensive studies of electronuclear 
reactions have allowed us to disentangle the basic mechanisms of the 
Interaction between two baryons in a nucleus. The pion exchange me
chanism, which dominates at large distance has been singled out. The NA 
interaction, which enter the description of the intermediate range 
part, has been studied. Evidences for effects due to the quark struc
ture of the nucléon have been found. They involve the short distance 
structure of the nucleus. 

During a long time the description of nuclei 1n terms of nucléons 
only was a powerful and economical way to understand their structure, 
their symmetries and their Interactions. This simple description of the 
ground state and of the low-lying excited states of nuclei has been 
beautifully checked by the systematic study of their electromagnetic 
properties. The measurement of elastic and inelastic form factors at 
high momentum M , has made possible the accurate determination of the 
charge and the magnetization densities and has led to a good knowledge 
of the shape of the nuclei. The analysis of quasi free electron scat
tering (when the outgoing electron 1s detected in coincidence with the 
struck nucléon) has made possible the straightforward study of the 
shell structure of nuclei 2 ) . All these results have led to strong 
constraints on the self-consistent mean field description of nuclei. 

However the use of probe of higher and higher energy, has forced 
us to go beyond this simple picture and to consider also the other 
degrees of freedom 1n nuclei. On the one hand, the Increase of the 
momentum transferred to the nucleus allowed us to probe Its spatial 
structure over distances comparable or smaller than the nucléon size, 



and to study the details of the nucleon-nucleon interaction,or the 
nucléon deformation, in a nucleus. On the other hand, the increase of 
the available energy allowed us to create particles and to study their 
propagation in a nucleus. Among them the pion and A are of particular 
Interest, since they are the basic ingredients of our modern under
standing of the nucleon-nucleon Interaction (Fig. 1 ) . 
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Figure 1. The Mucleon-Mucleon potential and the dominant driving terms. 
They must be Iterated to obtain the full T-matr1x. At long distance the 
pion exchange mechanslm dominates. At intermediate distance a A can be 
created between the exchange of two pions. At short distance heavy 
mesons can be exchanged, but also the subnuclear degrees of freedom are 
expected to play a role : the Quark Interchange Mechanism Is one pos
sible example. When the electromagnetic probe interacts with the nuc
léon current in nuclei, gauge invariance requires also Its interaction 
with each charged particle which 1s exchanged 1n the driving terms. 

The pion 1s the Ughest particle which can be created on a nucléon and 
1t 1s responsible for the long-range part of the nucléon force. The A 
1s the f i rst excited state of the nucléon and appears naturally 1n the 
descr-tion of the intermediate range part of the nucleon-nucleon in-



teraction, when one of the nucléon {or both) is excited between the 
exchange of two correlated pions. Below the pion threshold virtual A'S 
enter the description of the nucleon-nucleon interaction but close to 
this threshold the A can be created freely in a collision between two 
nucléons : the problems of the nucleon-nucleon interaction and the 
nucleon-A interaction should be solved at the same time in a coupled 
channel formalism. Since the A is unstable the only way to study the NA 
channel to create the A in a nucleus and let it Interact with the nei
ghbouring nucléons. At small distance the exchange of vector mesons (p 
and <•>) plays a role, but it is also here that the quark structure of 
the nucléon is expected to play a role. The relative importance of this 
two mechanisms, the double counting problem and the relevance of the 
description of the nucleus in term of quarks are still open questions. 

Therefore the nucleus has now become a powerful laboratory to 
study the Interactions between hadrons, and nuclear physics has smooth
ly evolved from the study of the many-nucleon problem to the study of a 
new domain where both the properties of the many-hadron system, and the 
internal properties of each hadron are to be considered and are strong
ly interrelated. 

Such complex hadronic systems can be made by smashing two nuclei 
against each other, or by strongly disturbing a nucleus with an high 
energy hadronic probe (proton, pion, e t c . ) . But the simplest and the 
cleanest way is to look at a nucleus with an electromagnetic probe. 
Indeed most of the evidence of the role of the internal degree of free
dom of the nucléons in nuclei come from experiments performed with 
electrons and photons or, too a less extent, with weakly interesting 
probes. 

On the one hand the coupling of a (real or virtual) photon with a 
nuclear system is well under control since 1t must satisfy the gauge 
invariance principle, and It Is weak enough to be treated as a small 
perturbation. High energy electron beams are powerful microscopes which 
allow us to get detailed "Snap Shot" of a nucleus. For Instance we 
shall see that tue electromagnetic probe has been the best tool to 
disentangle the long range part of the nucleon-nucleon Interaction, 
which 1s mediated by the exchange of one charged pion and the inter
mediate range part which 1s due to the exchange of two correlated pions 
of which the total charge is vanishing. 

On the other hand, since 1t Interacts weakly, the photon 1s not 
absorbed at the nuclear surface, like hadronic probes as the pion for 
Instance, and sees the entire volume of the nucleus. It 1s therefore 
possible to create an unstable particle, like the A , in the very center 
of the nucleus, and study its interaction 1n the final state. We shall 
see that this 1s the way to study the MA Interaction which is a basic 
Ingredient of the Intermediate range NN interaction (Fig. 1). 

All those mechanisms involve many nucléons (at least two), and 
their understanding rely upon a knowledge of the short range cor
relation between two or many nucléons 1n a nucleus. This 1s precisely 
the topic of this Conference and I will try to show, with a 
a few examples how the systematic study, of electronuclear reactions 
during the last ten or fifteen years, has helped us to understand the 



various mechanisms of the Interactions between two baryons in nuclei 
and how their Internal structure enters into the forms. 

I will restrict myself to the few body systems. Their nuclear wave 
functions are well known and well under control, and they provide us 
with the best laboratory to study in detail the basic mechanisms of 
photo-and electronuclear reactions. The case of heavier nuclei is very 
similar 3 - 5 ) . 
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Figure 2. The spectrum of electrons inelastlcally scattered on 3He at 
8 e' » 8", when E_ 3 3.26 GeV [ref. 6 ) ] . The energy of the virtual 
photon a) » E-E' and Its squared mass q 2 are plotted on abcissa. 

The basic features of the absorption of a photon by a nucleus 
appear clearly 1n Fig. 2, where the spectrum of the electrons Inelas-
tically scattered at e e ' «8" on 3He 1s shown. The experimental data 
have been obtained at SLAC 6 ) . In spite of the high energy 
e. * 3.26 GeV, of the incoming electron beam, the momentum transfer 
1s small (the squared mass of the virtual photon varies little around 
q 2 « - .2 (GeV/c) 2). The energy transfer is high enough to make 1t 
possible to excite the A resonance, which Is responsible for most of 
the pions which are electroproduced on a quasi-free nucléon (the pions 
created through the non resonant part of the electroproduction ope
rator 3»1*) have also been taken into account). The range of 
momentum and energy transfer 1s really that which 1s already allowed by 
the present generation of high intensity electron machines (such as the 
700 MeV Sad ay Unac for instance) : such spectra have already been 



obtained for heavier nuclei and are systematically measured for the 
few-body systems 7 ) . 

Besides pion electroproduction on quasi-free nucléons, the in
coming electron may also scatter elastically on a quasi-free nucléon. 
The top of the peak, which appears for small value of the energy w of 
the virtual photon, corresponds to the scattering of the electron on a 
nucléon at «"est in the nucleus. Its width is due to the nucléon Fermi 
motion. The use of a good three-body wave function {the solution 8 ) of 
the Fadeev equations 1n momentum space for the Reid potential 9 ) makes 
i t possible to compute separately the contributions of the two-body and 
the three-body break-up channels. They add up to give a fair agreement 
with the experimental data. While the shape of the quasi-elastic peak 
is directly related to the behaviour of the nucléon wave function, the 
shape of the quasi-free pion production peak, which appears in the high 
energy part of the spectrum in Fig. 2, is due to the internal degrees 
of freedom of the nucléons : one nucléon is changed into its f i rst 
excited state, the A and the others nucléons are spectators. 

Between the quasi-elastic scattering and the quasi-free pion elec
troproduction peaks, the excess of the cross section Is well accounted 
for by the ta i l of three-body break-up channel, which is mainly due to 
the meson exchange mechanism : the pion (or the p) which 1s created at 
one nucléon is reabsorbed by an other, breaking up the residual nuclear 
system. The mechanism involves the short range correlation function 
between two nucléons, which is automatically contained of the three 
body realistic wave function 8 ) which I use. 

This spectrum is a good example of the interplay between the many 
body aspects (here the three-nucleon problem) and the internal degrees 
of freedom of the nucléon (the creation and the propagation of real or 
virtual pions, the excitation of the A, e t c . ) . But this 1s an Inte
grated quantity which tells us only how the photon is absorbed by the 
nucleus. To go further we must perform more exclusive experiments, in 
order to single out each channel (pion photoproduction, photodlslnte-
gration, e t c . . ) and study the various aspects of the nuclear dynamics. 
I have chosen an example 1n each of the three parts of this spectrum : 
the f irst one concerns the pion photoproduction at the top of the A 
resonance, the second concerns the creation of virtual pions and the 
mesons exchange currents and the third has to do with the behaviour of 
the low-energy side of the quasi elastic peak at yery high momentum 
transfer. 

Let me start with the 0(Y,pn")p reaction, which I have extensively 
discussed elsewhere 1 0 ) . Today I would Hke only to recall that in this 
experiment the kinematics 1s completely determined, and that each do
minant term In the multiple scattering series (Fig. 3) has been singled 
out by looking for I ts singularities. This multiple scattering series 
converges quickly and is well under control, since the particles propa
gate near their mass shell, and there are no free parameters. The cal
culation relies heavily upon the free nucléon cross sections and the 
deuteron wave function, which are independently determined by other 
experiments. I t reproduces a wide bulk of experimental data which have 



been obtained at Saclay, and two deviations only remain today. They 
appear in Fig. 4, where I show the Saclay data which have just been 
reanalysed i r ) . 
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Fig- 3. The relevant diagrams 1n the analysis of the D(Y,pit")p reac
tion. I : The quasi-free process where the elementary yn+pit" reaction 
amplitude has been split Into the non resonant Born terms and the A 
resonance production amplitude. II : The dominant final state Inter
action diagrams which involve the rescattering of the A constituants. 
Ill : The diagram which Involve the part of the NA Interaction which 
does not reduce to the rescattering of one of the A constituents. IV : 
A possible example of such a part of the NA interaction. 
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F1g. 4. The relative excess, with respect to the predictions of the 
quasi free mechanism, of the cross section of the reaction d(y,pn")p as 
measured at Saclay l i ) . The pion and one of the two protons were detec
ted 1n coincidence, 1n such a way that the mass 0 and the momentum of 
the undetected proton are kept constant. The abdssa 1s the angle e? 
of the undected proton. The full U n e curves Include all the leading 
pion and nucléon rescatteHng graphs. The dashed Une curves show the 
effects of the part of the NA Interaction which does not reduce to the 
multiple scattering of the A constituents (see refs. 1 0 and 1 2 ) for a 
detailed discussion. 
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The first one appears near the NA threshold (when the mass of the 
«NN system is W3 » 2170 MeV). The second one lies 80 MeV above 
(W3 * 2250 MeV) but the signal is not very clear. They might be due 
to the part of the NA Interaction {fig. 3) which does not reduce to a 
sequential two-body scattering of the constituents of the A, and which 
looks like the nucléon-nucléon Interaction (and is due to the exchange 
of virtual mesons). A coupled treatment of the NN and Na channels in 
the K-matrix approximation» leads te a good account for the structure 
which exists near the NA threshold, as well as the resonant behaviour 
of nucleon-nucleon lD2 phase shift 1 0 « 1 2 ) . But today the struc
ture near W3» 2250 MeV is still unexplained. This kind of experiment 
offers the best way to study the NA interaction by creating the & in a 
clean way with the electromagnetic probe but is at the limit of the 
capability of the present generation of low duty factor electron accel
erators. Its development calls for a CW machine : a systematic study of 
this coincidence experiment will allow us to make a full partial-wave 
analysis of the final NA system. 

Contrary to real photoproduction reactions, the analysis of vir
tual pion photoproduction reactions is not parameter free. 

Although the method of calculation of the pion absorption graph 
and the pion rescattering graph is the same, the virtual pion which Is 
reabsorbed is highly off its mass shell, and the free pion photopro
duction operator, as well as the pion absorption operator, should be 
corrected. Two ways are usually followed to overcome this difficulty. 

On the one hand, since 1t is far off-shell, the exchanged pion is 
sensitive to the finite size of the nucléon, and I have used at each 
pion-baryon vertex a monopole form factor 

F (,J) . * £ " " * 

where q2 1s the squared mass of the virtual pion. 
On the other hand, other virtual mesons can also be emitted and 

reabsorbed. Among them the p-meson exchange diagram plays an Important 
role (1n which case I use a dlpole p-baryon form factor with a cut-off 
mass equal to two time the nucléon mass). 

I have determined the values of the cut-off mass A, and of the 
ratio tfp/G2^ between the square of the p- and the pion-baryon 
coupling constants by fitting i3-i*) the 90" excitation function of 
the d{y,p) reaction cross section (Fig. 5). It turns out that, in this 
reaction, the p-exchange mechanism 1s negligible below the pion produc
tion threshold, and only affects significantly the A-N •*• N-N transition 
1n th* resonance region. It 1s therefore possible to separately deter
mine the cut-off mass A* • 1.2 GeV at low energy and the ratio 
•^p/G2* a 1.6 1n the A region. They He 1n the range of the un
certainties of the currently accepted values. 
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F1g. 5. The excitation function, at 6 p

 s 90", of the d(y,p)n reaction 
1s plotted against the incoming photon energy L . The high energy 
experimental points have been obtained at Bonn " ) . At low energy the 
references can be found in refs 1 3 - " l l f ) . The dotted and dashed curves 
correspond to the plane-wave calculation without and with the exchange 
current contribution respectively. The dash-dotted and the full curves 
Include also the neutron-proton final state interaction, in the S ans 
S+P states respectively. 

This model also provides us with a good representation of the 
angular distributions. As an example, I show 1n F1g. 6 the variations 
with the photon energy of the cross section at e p * 0", which has 
always been a puzile, but which 1s very well reproduced by this model 
(more details are given 1n re f . 1 1 * ) . 

When this model 1s applied to 3He, the only change 1s the nuclear 
wave function 8 ) and there are no free parameters. The total two-body 
photod1s1ntegrat1on cross section of 3He 1s plotted 1n Fig. 7, together 
with the total photod1s1ntegrat1on cross section of deuteron. In both 
case the contribution of the exchange current 1s essential to reproduce 
the data l 3 " 1 7 ) . 
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F1g. 6. The excitation function at e p

 s 0",of the d(y,p)n reaction 1s 
plotted against the Incoming photon energy. The meaning of the curves 
1s the same as 1n F1g. 6. The references for the experimental points 
can be found in ref. 1 J M . 

The two body electrodisintegration of 3He is also well reproduced 
by the same kind of calculation. As 1n the deuteron case l l f ) , the final 
state interactions in the emitted p-d pair as well as the meson ex
change contribution help to accurately reproduce the data ( f ig . 8 ) , 
which have been recently obtained at Saclay 1 8 ) . 

The same mechanism dominates also the electromagnetic form factors 
of the few-body systems. As an example Fig. 9 shows the magnetic form 
actor of 3He. which has been recently measured at Saclay r ?) up to 
q 2 | « 32 fnr* ( |q 2 | * 1.2 (GeV/c)2).These data overlap nicely with the 
ow momentum data which have been obtained at Bates 2Q). I t is clear 

that the meson exchange mechanisms are essential to obtain a fair 
agreement between the data and the most-up-to-date theory 2 1 ) . The in
gredients of this calculation are the same as those whKh enter my 
calculation of the photo and electrodisintegration of the few-body 
systems. A realistic three-body wave function 2 0 " 2 2 ) 1s used, a cut-off 
mass of the pion-baryon vertex 1s of the order A , »1 GeV, and the 
p-baryon coupling constants are comparable to those which I use. 

I t 1s very nice and appealing that with the same set of parame
ters, this approach provides us with a consistent picture of a wide 
variety of experimental data. They represent the cleanest way to 
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Figure 7. The Integrated cross sections of the two-body photodisinte-
gratlon of the deuteron and the 3He nucleus are plotted against the 
energy of the Incoming photon. The high energy data points have been 
recently measured at Bonn 1 5 » 1 6 ) , and the low energy points come from 
ref. l 7 ) . The meaning of each curve Is explained 1n the insets. 

disentangle the long range mechanism of the nucléon nucléon force, 
which Is due to the exchange of charged pions, and the other mecha
nisms, which are due to the exchange of neutral object, such as the 
two-pion exchange mechanism which dominates the Intermediate range 
part. In fact two strong constraints, the gauge Invariance principle 
and the Partially Conserved Axial Current (PCAC) hypothesis, fixe 1n an 
unambiguous way the pion exchange matrix elements at low momentum 
transfer : this picture is very reliable when the momentum transfer 1s 
smaller than |q2| ~.3(GeV/c) 2 and the energy transfer does not exceed 
500 MeV. 

However we may ask ourselves why such an approach works so well 
for momentum transfer as high as 1 (GeV/c) 2. On the one hand, it is 
basically non relativlstic : only the first terms of an expansion in 
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power of 1/m are retained In each elementary operator, and non-rela-
t lv lst lc wave functions are used. At 1 GeV/c)2 a ful l relativist1c 
calculation is badly needed. On the other hand, for a momentum transfer 
around 1 (GeV/c) 2, distances as small as .2fm are probed, and the quark 
structure of nucléons should show up. In fact two parameters, the cut
off mass Aw and p-baryon coupling constant, have been adjusted to f i t 
the experiments. I t is very likely that this procedure hides more fun
damental mechanisms. For instance the use of a nNN form factor is a way 
to go beyond the description of a nucleus in term of point-like struc
ture nucléons, and to take into account their f in i te size. The cut-off 
mass of An s 1.2 GeV, which is needed to reproduce the data, corres
ponds to a core radius of the nucléon of approximately .5 fm, very 
close to the " l i t t l e bag" radius 2 3 ) . I f this were the reality, the 
problem of quarks in nuclei would reduce to the understanding of the 
various nucléon form factors. 3ut i f the bag radius 1s of the order of 
l.fm, as In other current models 2 < f ) , the cut-off mass is only 
A* ~ 600 MeV, and the pion exchange mechanisms are strongly sup
pressed : room is l e f t , even at low momentum transfer for more complex 
mechanisms where the quarks of two distinct nucléons are mixed together 
2 5 - 2 6 ) , and which give rise to six-quark clusters in the ground state 
wave function. 

An other criticism to this standard model has to do with the 
p-exchange mechanism27), which occurs at very short distance and might 
simulate more subtle mechanisms which Involve the quark degrees of 
freedom of the nucléons. 

I t is always possible to play the game of adjusting the parameters 
entering the meson exchange matrix elements and to add new mechanisms. 
But, in order to have strong evidence of the quark degrees of freedom 
1n nuclei, we must f i rst look for experiments which cannot be repro
duced by varying the free parameters of this standard picture of nuclei 
in terms of meson and nucléons. To my knowledge, the best evidence of 
the breakdown of this approach occurs in the analysis of the low-energy 
side of the quasi-elastic electron scattering 1n a nucleus at high 
momentum transfer. 

In F1g. 10, I have plotted on a logarithmic scale, the low energy 
part of the quasi-elastic peak, which Is seen in the 3He(e,e') reac
tion 6), for two values of the squared mass of the virtual photon : 
q2= -.2(GeV/c) 2 (as 1n f ig . 2) and q2« -l.(GeVVv) 2. The arrows indicate 
the kinematics of the elastic scattering of the electron on a nucléon 
pair at rest : respectively -q2/2m and -q 2/4m. 

The pure quasi-elastic mechanism, where the virtual photon intera
cts with one nucléon and where the two others are spectators, 1s unable 
to reproduce Its low energy part. The final state interaction effects, 
which correspond to the interaction of the virtual photon with a cor
related nucléon pair, improves dramatically the agreement between the 
model and data. The reason 1s simple : this active pair is almost at 
rest in 3He and the corresponding amplitude is sensitive to the low 
momentum components of the wave function. Just near threshold the 
strong low energy p-D scattering dominates the spectrum. However a 
factor three s t i l l missing when q 2~ 1 (GeV/c)2. 
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F1g. 10. The low energy part of the 
spectra of the electrons Inelastic-
ally scattered by 3He, when 
q2» -.2 (GeV/c)2 and 
q 2 * - l . (GeV/c) 2 , are plotted, on a 
logarithmic scale, against the 
energy of the virtual photon. The 
arrows correspond respectively to 
the elastic scattering of the elec
tron on a free proton or a free 
deuteron at rest. The broken curve 
takes only into account the quasi-
elastic scattering of the electron 
on a nucléon. The full curve takes 
also Into account the quasi-elastic 
scattering on a nucléon pair and 
the p-d rescattering for the two-
body break-up channel, and the 
nucléon-nucléon rescattering in the 
active pair for the three-body 
channel. 
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The same disagreement occurs also in the D(e,e') reaction near 
q 2» 1 (GeV/c) 2, and 1t 1s remarkable that the theoretical and the 
experimental ratio between the 3He(e,e') and D(e,e') cross sections are 
the same 2 8 ) . Two consequences Immediately follow": in that energy and 
momentum range, the 3He(e,e') cross section 1s dominated by the 
two-nucleon mechanisms, and the source of the disagreement between the 
deuterium data or the *He data and the model 1s thé same. 

It does not come from a lack of knowledge of the high momentum 
components 1n the wave function, since the same momentum range has also 
b.een probed 1n coincidence experiments which have recently been 
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performed at Saclay 1 8 i 2 9 ) . We have seen in Fig. 8 that the same 
model leads to a good agreement, provided that the final state effects 
are also taken Into account. 

The main difference between the two experiments 1s the low value, 
q2 » -.078 (GeV/c) 2 (as compared to l.(GeV/c)2 ) of the mass of the 
virtual photon 1n the Saclay experiment. At the top of the quasi-free 
peak the nucléons are close to their mass shell and their on-shell 
electromagnetic form factor gives a good account of their internal 
structure. Far away from the quasi-free peak, they are highly off their 
mass shell, each of them being deformed and polarized by the proximity 
of the others. The free nucléon electromagnetic form factors are not a 
good description of their structure and a full description of the two-
nucleon system In terms of Its quark constituents must be used. However 
those effects occur only at short dfistance and only appear when the 
wave length of the virtual photon is small enough to resolve them : 

is the case around q 2| s 1. (GeV/c) 2 but not below 
.2 (GeV/c) 2. 

The first attempt to deal with these quark degrees of freedom in 
nuclei, 1s to treat them in a in a pertubative way, by taking advantage 
of the smallness of the Interaction between two quarks at very short 
distance and therefore at high momentum. The basic assumption is that 
it is possible to factorize the soft and the hard scattering mechanisms 
which occur between the constituents of two interacting baryons. For 
instance, the evolution of a system of two nucléons is dominated by 
repeated soft interactions which insure the cohesion of each of them, 
but it happens that, during a very short time, a very hard collision 
between two quarks occurs in a small volume, and leads to the emission 
of fast particules. The asymptotic behaviour of the cross section is 
therefore driven by the hard scattering amplitude and is not modified 
by the soft scatterings which only fixe the overall normalization. 

The dominant contribution to the hard scattering is given by the 
simplest Feynmann diagram where the transferred momentum is equally 
shared between each of the active quark. It is remarkable that this 
simple picture 1s strongly supported by the analysis of the scattering 
between elementary hadrons at high energy and high momentum trans
fer 3 0 " 3 2 ) . 

As 1n the case of pion exchange mechanism, gauge invariance re
quires that the electromagnetic probe sees and Interacts with the 
quarks which are moving from one nucléon to an other, during the hard 
scattering process. Therefore any evidence for the effects of the sub-
nuclear degrees of freedom 1n electronuclear reactions should lead to 
strong constraints on the short range behaviour of the baryon-baryon 
interaction. For Instance this game has been played in the analysis 3 3 ) 
of the structure function Afq 2) of the deuteron, which has been mea
sured at SLAC 3 J M up to q 2 - 6 (GeV/c) 2. 

The virtual photon interacts with one of the quark Unes when two 
quarks are interchanged between the two nucléons (see Ffg.l). Its mo
mentum 1s shared between each of the two nucléons which remains a bound 
system of quarks 1n the Initial and final states : the six quarks are 
only mixed during a small fraction of the time. Therefore the 
deuteron form factor 1s prooortlonal to : 



V D _ Q 2 + 6_ g 
(1) 

q 2 + 5_ P 2 
o 

where F^ 1s the nucléon form factor and p 2.1s related to the mean 
transverse momentum of the exchanged quarks. As can be seen In F1g.ll, 
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F1g. 11. The deuteron form factor F(q 2) » /A(q 2) 1s divided by the 
right hand side of eq.(l). The high momentum data have been obtained at 
SLAC 3 < M . 

this model leads to a fair agreement with the experimental deuteron 
structure function, even at momentum as low as 1 (GeV/c) 2. This 1s 
surprising since this model has been tailored to analyse reactions at 
very high momentum transfer (perturbatlve approach). As 1n the case of 
pion exchange mechanism, It works far outside Its range of validity. 

Indeed It has been argued 3 5 ) that this perturbatlve treatment of 
the nuclear form factors 1s not valid at momentum transfer around few 
(GeV/c) 2. However 1t has only been shown that the nuclear form factors 
are dominated by the soft non-perturbat1ve mechanisms. This does not 
mean at all that the quark Interchange model 3 7 ) 1s ruled out, since 
these soft mechanisms have been factored out and parametrized by the 
nucléon form factors 1n eq. (1), leaving open the possibility that the 
photons sees the quarks at the very time which they are Interchanged 
between the two nucléons. However 1t should be stressed that this model 
predicts also the order of magnitude of the deuteron form factor : it 
Is related to the short range behaviour of the deuteron wave func
tion 3 3 ) . 

http://F1g.ll


The second attempt to deal directly with the quark degrees of 
freedom is to assume that ousters made of more than three quarks are 
present 1n nuclei 2 6 » 3 6 ~ 3 7 ) . An example Is again the analysis of the 
low energy side of the quasi elastic peak which appears In the 
3He(e,e') reaction around q 2* -KGeV/c) 2. The corresponding structure 
function Vfetq2,») 1s plotted 1n Fig. 12 against the energy u of the 
photon. It Is related to the cross section which has been already plot
ted in Fig. 10 through : 

^ r • o M |w 2(q 2,«) • W V q ^ î t g * Q/z\ (2) 

where C M *S t h e M°*t cross section which describes the scattering of 
an electron by a point-like object. The Bjorken variable X s(-q2/2u>m) 
is also plotted on abcissa. At the top of the quasi free peak X * 1 
since <•> * -q2/o>m. The six-quark clusters contribute mostly around 
X » 2, since u * -q2/4m when an electron scatters on a cluster at rest 
with a mass close to 2m. The nine-quark clusters contribute more likely 
in the vicinity of X a 3. This is exactly what I have found in my an
alysis (Fig. 10) of the same structure functions in terms of two or 
three nucléon final' state interaction effects : this is kinematics. 

However, the dynamics of the quark cluster model is different. The 
electron is assumed to interact directly with a quark of which the X 
distribution inside the cluster is folded with the probability of find
ing the cluster in 3He. While the X distribution is determined accord
ing to standard rules of perturbative OCO ref. 3 2), the probability of 
funding a six- or a nine-quark cluster Is determined in ref. 3 7 ) from 
the geometrical overlap between bags (of which the radius R Is adjusted 
to fit the experiment) and the correlation function of existing realis
tic Fadeev wave functions. A good fit is achieved when R ~.5 fm, in 
which case the probability of finding three-, six- or nine quark clus
ters 1n 3He Is respectively .88, .11 and .01 (Fig. 12). 

The analysis of the X > 1 part of the nuclear structure function, 
where the nucléon are very far from their mass shell since the scatter
ing of an electron on a free nucléon at rest is klnematically forbidden 
here, has been extended 3 7 ~ 3 8 ) to Its X < 1 part. Here the' electron 
scatters on nucléons mainly at rest, and the nuclear structure function 
1s expected to be basically equal to the sum of the nucléon structure 
functions. However, significant violations of this simple prediction 
have been recently found 3 9 _ 4 » 0 ) . Between X =.3 and X *.8 the nuclear 
structure function 1s depleted by about 10 %, whereas 1t is enhanced 
below X *.3 by about 15 %. This behaviour can be explained in the 
framework of the quark cluster model, since the quarks confined in a 
bag share the total momentum : the more they are, the smaller the mo
mentum which they carry. The nuclear structure function 1s therefore 
shifted towards the small X-value. Indeed Plrner and Vary 3 7 _ 3 8 ) suc
ceeded to reproduce the EMC 3 9 ) and SLAC **°) data whlth the parameters, 
which they determined to fit the 3He(e,e') data in the X > 1 region, 
slightly modified to take account of the change of the size and the 
density of the relevant nucleus. Other quark cluster models ki--^) have 
been proposed ; 
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F1g. 12. The low energy side of the quasi-elastic peak of the 3He(e,e') 
reaction 1s plotted against the photon energy u and the scaling va
riable X » -q2/2m«). The dashed curve corresponds to a conventional 
calculation, where the photon Interacts only with quasi-free nucléons 
and where a modern three-body Fadeev wave function 1s used. I t 1s very 
similar to the dashed curves in F1g. 10. The full curve takes also Into 
account the Interaction of the photon with the quarks confined 1n slx-
and nine-quark clusters (adapted from ref. 3 7 ) . 
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they are based on the same basic assumptions although they depend upon 
slightly different parameters which are adjusted to fit the data. 

All those model, assumes that the clusters are quasi free in the 
nucleus and neglect the final state interactions which can modify this 
simple picture. However it is known that they are responsible, through 
the so called higher twist effects for the scaling violations in the 
behaviour of the nuclear structure functions. 

The third attempt to deal directly with quark in nuclei is to 
start directly from the mechanisms which govern the evolution of the 
nucléon structure function. When Its four momentum increases the photon 
sees more gluons and quark-ant1quark pairs, which develop a chain as 
schematically depicted in Fig. 13. The net effect Is to deplete the 
nucléon structure function at large X and enhance it at low X < f 3) 

Fig. 13. The schematic des
cription of the evolutions of 
the nuclear structure func
tion. 

This is precisely the trend of the evolution of the nuclear response 
functions 3 9- 1» 0) when the mass number increases. !t is therefore natu
ral to assume that the vicinity of a second nucléon enhances the pro
bability of creating more gluons or quark-antlquark pairs, since the 
chains which develop from each nucléon can match together. This idea 
has been put on a more quantitative bases by extending to the nucleus 
the methods which have already led to a good accounting for the evolu
tion of the nucléon structure function when q 2 varies. Close et al. *'*) 
start from the analysis of the moments of the structure function, in 



the framework of the renormalization group, whereas Cohen-Tanoudji 
etal. kS) start from the Altarelli-Parisi equations. Both groups are 
able to reproduce the general trend of the data when the momentum q 2 

and the mass number A vary. Although this approach relies also on phe
nomenology and some parameters are fitted to selected data ; it pro
vides us with a picture which starts directly with our basic knowledge 
of QCO. 

These analyses of the nucléon response function, either within the 
framework of the cluster model or of the scaling violation mechanisms, 
Imply that the mean free path of a quark is larger in the nucleus than 
in the nucléon : since the nucléons are close together, they can over
lap and the quark, can percolate. The effective confinement radius is 
aboiut 15 I larger in a nucleus than in a free nucléon '*'•). The scaling 
violations and the evolution of the nuclear structure function with the 
mass number A, have to do witn the mechanisms which insure confinement 
and which occur at long distance on the QCD scale, but at short dis
tance on the nucleus scale. Therefore the study of the short range 
properties of nuclear matter offers us with a powerful tool to study 
these confining phenomena over a wide range of dynamical conditions, 
which can not be achieved for a free nucléon. This is one of the most 
important issues of nuclear physics to-day. 

However, these non perturbâtive mechanisms involve the modifica
tion and the evolution of the sea quark distribution, and it has also 
been proposed to describe the behaviour of the small X part of the 
nuclear structure function in terms of the modification of the pion 
field In the nucleus t*i-1*7) or of the exchange of Regge trajecto
ries * * * ) . I will not enter into the details of these models since A. 
Thomas Is dealing with them during this Conference. But here also we 
are faced with a remarkable duality of our description of the short 
range mechanism in a nucleus. We have already noted that our descrip
tion of the meson exchange currents allows for a good description of 
electronuclear reactions at momentum transfer as high as l.(GeV/c)2, 
far beyond the domain where the corresponding models have been 
taylored. The EMC data 3 9 ) can also be reproduced if the muon is sup
posed to Interact with a virtual pion of which the density Is modified 
by the spin Isospin force in the nucleus * t 7 ) . 

The second Important Issue In nuclear physics is therefore to 
understand this duality. What 1s the relationship between these two 
descriptions of the nucleus (nucléons, mesons and A , or quarks and 
gluons) ? To what extent are they compatible ? How do they match to
gether ? These are important questions which nuclear physicists must 
now adress themselves. 

Obviously the study of electronuclear reactions at high momentum 
transfer will allow us to probe the short range structure of the nucle
us. It will be of great help to undertake the study of this two impor
tant Issues In the same way as it has allowed us, as I have tried to 
show 1t 1n this talk, to disentangle the dominant mechanisms of the 
long and intermediate range parts of the interaction between two 
baryons. 
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